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Hot topics 

The UK’s future king published a picture book about the risks of climate change. He says it ex-

plains the science. Others say it is deeply slanted — and undermines the monarchy. 

The book is the first in a new series of Ladybird books for adults on topics from evolution to quan-

tum mechanics. The Prince says climate change is the most important issue facing the world.  

But the Prince’s intervention is controversial. Although the vast majority of scientists agree that 

man-made climate change is causing rapid global warming, many sceptics disagree. 

The royals are unelected and do not have any business sticking their noses into public debates, say 

both traditionalists and anti-monarchists. But his friends say Charles is just pointing out the facts. 

He is making use of the platform he has through an accident of birth to act in the best interests of 

the country and the world.  

What do you think? Why does it matter what Prince Charles thinks?  

Countdown to Exams 2017! 

13 school weeks until Summer Exams!  

This week:  
Mon: Tutorial  
Tues:  Yr 12 & 13 RAP 
Weds: Assembly  
Thurs:  Tutor meeting 
Fri:  1-2-1  
 

Stress Tip 
Sort a ‘To do’ list and prioritise everything in 
terms of how important or urgent it is.  

Take a Risk Tuesday 
This week do something different! Take a risk.  
Challenge yourself.  Stretch your limits.  
Why not try… 
A) Finding out where Mr B goes on a Thursday 

lunchtime.  
B) Checking out an Open Day  
C) Going sugar free for a week.  

 10th Feb:  
College closed to students 

20th Feb:  
IMPORTANT assembly!  

3rd Mar:  
Yr 12 & 13 reports 

28th Mar: 
EPQ 

1st Apr:  
Easter Hols 

Kitchen duty 
6MHO 

This is a week  1 

MESSAGES 
 

Not made an application to 
Uni? Its not too late!  

Come and see me if you  
regret not applying.  

Quote for the Week 
‘It is baffling, I must say, 
that in our modern world 
we have such blind trust 
in science and technology 
that we all accept what 
science tells us about  
everything - until, that is, 
it comes to climate   
science.  
Prince Charles 


